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nikita from bombay working for interpol is sent to la to interrogate ricky, the other suspect being indian. nikita prepares a solid case against
ricky. she presents evidence of ricky smoking homemade marijuana, and being an indian who lives in england, he should be aware of indian

customs. she is also trying to get a hold of his passport but ricky does not let her as he knows nothing about it. on the other hand, rajveer finds
out about the case and manages to have it quashed, and ricky is released. so, ultimately it will fall on the shoulders of mahadevan to figure out

how this murder took place. i was so much into researching the murder that i soon saw the film. the acting was superb, direction was great,
cinematography were impressive, the story was interesting and the script was well written. it makes one wonder just what director,

mahadevan was thinking, when he allowed this to play into production. the movie went on to be a big hit in the box office, almost completing a
billion in india. as for me, i sat on the edge of my seat all through the movie, and i couldn't control my curiosity to know how it would all end.
what could possibly go wrong, when a bollywood film is assigned this kind of a case. so i wanted to know. how long can a role play? why must
an indian cop work for the fbi? why is the song so beautiful and soulful, and yet so tragic and gruesome? why the murder in a mansion? and
why is this happening in the west? and what will be the ultimate fate of that indian cop who has a major role to play? after the movie, i found
out that the director has been accused by his mother, who is the producer of the movie of trying to swindle her of millions of rupees. so, the

characters of ricky and rajveer took on a double meaning in the movie, as well.
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